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Since 19'69, the Michigan Crauntil of Teachers of Mathematics
. / )

has maintained its interest and involvement in ...

4 .

. 7 V
V. V

. *the MicHiganEduCational Assessments Program. Knowiog that .

.

the stateslegislature and the department of education were

bent toward an extensive asSgssmentiDrogram, the MCTM:

proposed to make 'every effort 'to assApt An assurink that J

-t4e program would make a positite.contribution to mathematics

instructio
I..

The OCTM recognize's the need for a mote objective basis
.

for decision-making_in'education. 'It has continuoRslyt

Assigted.in eflorts to identify tilkimal'objedtiVes and ' .

develop test items. ThiS monograph is a'part of this'efflort

to provide,for better local and state=wide determination of

mathematics curricula:
4.

Charles Zoet has done au excellent j.ob in sifting the
. .

1970-73 mathematics assessment data for implications. 1.0:s

. s

considerable experiencie and talent's haxe enabled him to make

many insightful observations. k

.

!li ji
11 ,

S

.
. . .

'Terrence G. Cobufn.
.

. .

6...
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TO THE READER

I would like to take this opportunity to alert the reader.
. .

.

:to he: nature of the analysis presented in this
.

doctiment.
.. 9... . 8.

The anajipishas aSsumed.)hat the primary, group ,of readers
. ,

will be teachers of matherilatics and others intirgsted 4a
.

- ..'
. ,

improving mathematics programs. .Therefore, the conjectures

and observations'preiented 'are those whicirwerd.thouglit to

be of interest to that group.

While a seat amount of data was preseirted for.th,s analysis,

theie was little opportty to assemble comparative '

1 °

statistics which fit a classical research model. ,Since the'

results of classicalresearch.in the educational field

frequentlyconflict'and since it wap believed.that such

research would not be. o,6 primary interest to the iiaders

have worked freely with4some very simple data. Substantial
. .

statistical data'could be assembled to support some of tbe

findings; with others, I have simply drawn'on my background
s. .

and experience to. pres ent conjectures intwhich I'may be .

completely of base. The context is such in tfiose case.that
,

it should. be clear-, that I am drawing-heavily on my own

perceptions.

With so much data available on so many concepts, it did not

seem to'mp that there was any great Virtue in timidity. At

the very lehst my hope that the document does stimulate

inttrest in the development of mathematical concepts in young

7 .

students.

I
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' While'the MCTM has permitted me a great amount of freedom

in developing the nature of this monograph a number of

people did cdnxribute substantially to the final document.
10.f

Firstof all, Mr. Julis Shrage of Oaklandy Schools did
.

4

editorial Comments on the first draft of the.document and

,

some preliminary organization and analysis of-the data which
. .

.

was ,most, Useful in 'narrowing the focus of this-Analysis.

. .

Dr. Tom Fisher, and Dr. Robert Huyser of the Michig.an.
' ,

Department of Education, Doctors Swaz.t_and Jim '
.

. ...

'Bidwell.of Cen traa Michigan University and Dr. Terry Coburn',
- -.

., . , .
..

of Oakland Schools all submitted extensive and helpful
'1..

.

t

../

assisted In bringing it to its final form. Ilam grateful

to all df:them "for their help.

Finally whatever ability I may have. to see instructional

implicatiGns in data of this nature has been'cultivated

through my work in Livol4p. Public Schoofs--a district which

believes that critical analysis of the 'results of'instruction.

) is absolutely necessary to the continued impovethent of

. programs. They supported their; effort in many ways and.I

am particularly, grateful that Chave'had theAportunity to

spend my professional years in Such a'lletting.'

#

iv .t

, J

ti

Charles J. Zoet
May 1974
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INTRODUChOM

1 TOO

Te purpose 'of .this monograph is to analyze the

resu1it4 of student ,performance on the_ mathematics portion

of the 4th and .7th grade tests administered by the

Michigan Department of Edue.tion early in 1970; 1971, 1972,
.

1

and 1973 and to identify information which may,be.us*ful to

mathematics teachers in-Mic higan.

AchieVements in mathematics by'Michigan students are

'1 now'..beiiig assessed throUgh objective' oriented tests.

Therefore no recommendations are made here for changes

in past'testing programs. A later monograph will deal with

- information coming tfrbm the new objective oriented program.

.Th.Major focus of this-analysis will be on the performance.

of Michigan students on individual test items.

Under, the Michigan Educational Assessment Program (HEAP)

tests covering a variety of basic skills in language arts

, and math4atics were administered to nearly all MichigOn

4th anOth.iraders during the sChool.irears of 1969-"70 to

1972 -73.. These achievement teats were prepared by these

'Educational Testing Service'under contract to and in

,cooperation with the MDE. dnitruments designed to measure
.0 ..

. a varietrok' socio-economic characteristics of school
. ..-

i * .
.

' districts (and ot her organizational units) accompanied

, some of these tests.
.

.

4
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PURPOSEAND DIRECTION OF MEAP

Ttre decision-making and impkamentisCprocess at We

.state level is an extremely complex mix o professional'
.

judgment, polttical convenience, economi
J.

personalities, practical necessity, and histo:rical deadlines.
.

...
.. . . .

of4a
,.. .

.While MEAP has becoMe part six-step -range plan

. -. ,
. ,....,

to m sMichigan choole rationally,' commitments'',

y to such long -range management.hiive not.yet.lieen

':-

fluctuations',

neces

% made.

,..

In order to avbid being ensnared by the. intricacies

of the pol recognizeitics involved let' us simply recoizeOat the..,
.w. .

same financial prqblems and absence of long-range commitment

which enmesh locAl schbol units extend to.. the state

. Department Of Education and com1,Licate attempts to develop

more, effettive schools,. Readefs intere sted in critical

analysis of MEAP:testing programs are referred to critiques

such as these by' the Michigan Association of "Professors of
w'r

Educational Administration Z23).and Oakland County (24) as

, well-as the MDE responses (11,12).

In Apgust, I969the State Superintendent of Public
.

'Instruction introduced the initial thrust of the Michigan.

EdtACational'Assessment Program emphasizingClhqt:

"The ful implementation .of a meaningful assessment
program. wifi.not be achieved in the period of one
year., Nor will -it be achieved without the cooperation
and involvement of professional educators' and lay
citizens.,. The task at hand is a complex one and wil4.
necessitgtp systematic planning and development over

.4

edi
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a period of many months. The activities which ..
will be,ufidertaken during the 1969-70 school

' qear,repreiemZ only-a beginning step in al.ong.-- ..
range program designed to provide better and -..

more comprehensive infdrmation concerning the' ..

2-level, distribdtion, and the Trogress of
. .

educatipn'in,the.schools of:our state:" (1,Fofeword)
.

. .

The evolution 'of .MEAP,
.

projected. in that paragraph,
. :

was apparent in h year-to-year shif\iof emphasis from

O

better allocation of monies) to accbuntability.to parents,
r.

students, Schdol boards:and the state; and o assessment.

of educatlAn needs to,implement the MDE six;point program.
i

' % HoWever;"the major objectives,fori4EAP remained
, .

-consiaZent through the four years ofte%Zing examindrin ,4,-,-: , .)
op..' I t ' .i.;..," 4:

. /.4' r ,.w. t.. 0this analysis . Briefly stated they 'were c ._ ...V r/. ;,,,,,e1:27 `,,,

z. . i' 4 ' J li , ' %

eilStP"(1) to provide the state level decisiOn-makers with. !.>

,-.
. .

: information-for use in allocatinw,state resources,.
(2) to provide Local decision-makers with-informatjfOn

regarding their. schools foruse in the xlesign,of

future-educational programs:'' r.'
...

(3) to provide basic information about:students to

help assess their progress and to identify students

(and districts ?) who have special need of assistance.
.

(4) to provide all interested people with'ingormation:
...

regardi ,r; g the progress of education sXateldde'aild
.

in individual sthools.:or schoak districts,.
,

As it applied to basics skills in'mathematics, the:,...,

assessment program 'strove tbanswlr three qu
F
stions:

.

'--Is the level:and distribution of ba 'c skills improllihg
-

amOng the state's school districts?
vale

t, 1
3

1
.
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. ..

--Is the level and distribution of ba,s,t9.-.kills
AtiR'...-----....

pproving within a particular school district?
. . .

,, -...
f i .

.
1 --What is ih2,4gackievement sleNcel in mathematics in

, .,,;..4? .

,.. ...,...-14.-.'id its sclioor districts?'

:.gOir--
SC 'Ir45YFIqr to find a starting point _which would give

_ _ -,..

some,l'irAidth-_to their look gteducational inputs, basic

s 1.'e- etc, the MDE elected to. begin its testing.at5, .

-the '4th and 7th grade levels. While,there have been some
,

.

, . , ,
.

.

indications tha; a fufther expansion' would include grade,

I,, ' --....7... 4

44>
::* ten, _a firm aommitmefit to eten&the program -was placed

,
., ...

',- 'in reserve.
.

The limited =Mint of useful instructional infortation

. .., ,
.

'
and inconclusiveness of the' test retults.during these .-

,
. ...

.,.

ye
. I. ..

i-- ars1 represent the ;pitfalls of attempting' to derve data
,

..

the improvement of instruction froth a:testing.prograM
,.. ,

, . . . .% ...
,

-.. not designed' forthgt purpose. 'The :tests ,involved
1 ..,

literally millions of hours.Of 4tudent Ini115rofessional:-..

time ''but frequently' by- passed mathematical concepts cthiCh
,

t./

ate critical at the level tested. The limitations are mo re,
. .

sobelling,vh0 viewed- against lih0 tight have ;een. .
..,..

Those remarks are intended to be..criticaf.ofihe
. . .

I

educational deciiion-making process and not.of attempt

to evaluate programs. The iattelris'ptobably.essential to
' -

, .- .-m , - .
.

. statewide improvefitent of education. Hi?wever, it is y,,erjr.
: f

i . ..difficult to conduct.a meaningful evaluation in 'a .,

. .,1:,...' 1,,'
. .sociological 'arena OVen when there- is. U. clear long-ranu

. .. ,

I:
i , .

dommitmept to getti accurate and useful.curriculor data..

4.
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The absence of a specific long -range design for that

purpose simply increases the difficulty.

THE MATHEMATICS TESTS° . .

The mathematics tests with which Ais monograph is.
v0

concirned were administered to 4th and 7th graderS during

the manthvof January in 1970, 71, 72, anti 73. The following
.

table summarizes the number of students and school districts

.4sted during those.twaxs.
. .

...
.. li

t
,4 .

- .
1969-70 . i970 -71

41?'
,, 4th 7th 4th---: 7th-

.

.Nudbetj of
.

DiStricts _ 585 566 612 584.

Schools
,

2,492 -... 909 2,5Z9 902

i
. . .

Pupls 15.8,713 159007 . 161,.99 162;585 .

'1971-72 1972-73. .,
,

4 :- .4th 7th' 4th 7thJ I.:
Number of

., Districts 9 608'
...

. Schdols I 2,015,
.

'Pupils 162,280

.58r J604* 577*
i '-'

' . 917 2,470*, . (9M
. 164,661- . 157,854 . 160,200

*Apptoxitated from the data availaBle. 11.

Educational Testing Service '(ETS) Princeton, New Jersey*

was assizntd prime ret onsibility for, developing the tests

to be used rr.I. assessi g ,basic skills' in. mathey.tics. The

MD,E supervised the contract 'for thidevelopment and frequently

consulted with ETS as 'the work developed.' This four year

t'esting period began ith a crash program authorized by the

IS
.

S



.s.

legisliture in August 1969 for implimentation in Januiry
.

.

. ,

19101 , 'Since the initial'reactibn td-khat program the s

IMDE has continually looked fox ways to involve the

educational cotmunity in diecision*tegarding the to ting

progr; By 1972r73 a MEAP advisory council Of ei ht
& 0

members representing the educators of the.state had been.
-

formed to advise the MDE4

%
) .

Specifications
t

:
,, 4

, ,The constriction of a test begins with a set of

Specifications dtscribing the_ objeCtives to be tested.

In this case:

"So that the achievement test used in the:Michigan
Agtessment Program might dccurately reflect the
abjectives.of education 4n the state, the professional
staff of each of the several departments of the
Te'st DdVelopant Division of Educational Testing
,Service wrote a set of preliminary test specifications 9,

4 based on ,texts in use.in Michigan Schools." (15,24)

The specifations were modified through interaction With
. t , w. : .
an ad', hoc commis ,appointed by' the MDE.' The final

mathematics test specifications for the 1969-70 school yeai-.

covered these broad areas:

I

Number andOperation

Geometry and Measurement

Relations', Function and 'Graphs

' Logical Thinking

Mathbniatical Sentences

Applications

14
6

4



A more detailed description of hose specifications
0'

- and the published distribu ;ion of questions among them

during'thefour-years appears in APPENDIX As'

Since these were taken from "texts in use," thee tests

might more reasonably be expected to assess the effectiveness
.

.

of those texts than any other'single ingredient. Howevei

instructional materials are used-by teachers and students in

,a variety of school settings. It would be misleadiq.to'
r

'. suppose that whatever strengths appears can be attributed to

the texts'or that weaknesses can be remedied by. merely

changing texts. Mathematics delivery system's area bend of

all four factors; materials, teachers, students, and programs.

t is important to note that this process for identifying

objectives cannot be expected to identify a mathematics

program which is distinct to "W:chgan". Since the textbooks

used in Michigan probably reprieseAt a cross-section of.those

.used nationally, there is nothing-uniquely ':Michigan's in'

these specifications for mathematics. It is also worth

noting that the assumption that teachers do. teach what is

in the textbook is a very, broad generalization. In fact they

'teach some subset of that materialltnd it is likely that a
. .

small ad hoc committee could accurately identify its elements

without some systematic sampling.

This is illustrated by the fact that during these four

years of testing, there was one whole number addition, item

in one of the 4th grade tests and the Other tests contained

none. It is very likely that whole number addition is a

f 15-
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aajor_objective in 3r& grade mathematics in Michigan And

it should have been well covered in the 4th grade testing

program.
,

The tests for 1969-70 contained 30 items and were

administered in twenty five In the next three

.y-ears, the number of items grew to 40 and the time to
. -

30 minutes.

The relationship.of the test items used from year

to year does not appear to have followed any particular

pattern. A total of 83 items were used in the 4th grade

testing and 79 items in the 7th grade. .This.table shows

the number of items which were used on one, two; three, or

four of'the tests.

Frequency of Use
of Test Items NtiMbeT of Items

Grade 4 Grade 7

Used on 1 test,
#

44 37,

Used on 2 tests (9,4',5,)* I.% 21 (6,6,9)*

Used on 3 tests 14:(4,10)*'

Used on all 4 tests 7 8

Tot ?l Items , 83, %.79

Y

*Parenthetical numbers show Aow those items were distribUted .

among the'first two years, second.2 years, and last two years
or first three and last three years. For example; at grade 4,
9 items were common to the'first two years ('70,'71) 4 to,
the second two years (171,'72) and S to\the last two years.
('72,'73).

There 1,7a. s a commitment to continue a sufficient number

of items froM year to year to facilitatea statistical

16 .
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,

comparison of performances. It? changes permitted a

.gradual improvement in the selection of items as well as.'

some shift in'the'objectives tested.

.Technical Analyses of the Tests

ETS published technicaf.repory describing: the tests

used in each of the fifst-three years that the tests were

administered: These reports"discussed mea

standard deviation, reliability, Validity,

scores,

ilficulty level,

it,em difficulty,- timing effects and discrimination power

of each of the tests. In Match 1973, the MDE.alsopublished

,an "Equating Report' (18) which discussed the teohnique

for comparing scores achieved oil the tests .administered.-
.

,. ,

duringlthe
t

rfirst three years. These eports were based on/.
.., . :. ,?

-a "spaced' sample" of approximateay 1000'studern'ts each yeat
. .

.

with checks being bade agains'the:tcrtal group to estabAiSh
. . L

.
.

. . -

the representativeness of the 'sample.
.

.-

. Statistics describing the mathematics.tests in'teims
.

-

of the chaiacterstics listed above a re contained in

APPENDIX B.

iased'on .ggneraky acceptable standard's' (25,27) the

tests Eor mathematics were reported t be reliable, time

limitations were not.' a factor, they discriminated fairly .

between strong and weak students ihd they mere somewhat
f.

difficult 4pr tests .of. this type. The equated scores indicated

that thg.average performance did:not shift significantly from

year to year. In the case of mathematics, "the 1970, 1971,

and 1972 tesvaverages are identical." (18,p.18)
4

17
.
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I

Later (13) the MDE also published equated scores for

the 1972-73 testing pragram. That report appeared to

show a Slight improvement in 4th grade mathematic'S scores

for the fourth year of testing' 1.

The "content validity" of a test "is an indicatio
,

of the extent to which it does the'job it is intende

'to." (15,p.17)

"Content validity is ensured by Atrast'ing deyeloPment
41 ofthe tests to specialists in test construction and

' in the subject to be covered." (15,p.17) 6

,"The content validity ofthp aghievementtests-,...,can
be judged by the proceaure used ig their development
and by inspection of the classification of the test
questions into< various segments of 'the content domain."
(16,p.21) OP. '

I
*

.1

"Committees of Michigan eduCitots,assisted in the
develbpment and review of ite0. In doing so and .

because of the representatAvelless o the, content
domain, the test: can be judiedias having a high
'content validity.,!! (117;p.24)

'These statements tepresent,giadual'shiftS`in the view
.

of,content validity in mathematics lists:' In September 173

the use of objective referencecItestt related to objectives

determined completely by Michigan mathematics educators

fepresented the'MpE recognition. that Ossessment must be in'

terms of whtt mathepatics educatorsA.Michigan schools are.,

trying toaccomplish. the new tests 'consisted of sets of

. items developed tb assess the achieveMent of specific.

objectives contained in Minimal,PerforMInce.Objectives for
. 0 ,

Mathematics Education in Michigan. (!44)

You are referred to the technical reports themselves for

technical' questions about the\ earlier tests which require

greater detail. 18
/0



Item Statistics

Finally, fotheNpurpose of this analysis, ETS Submitted

the statistical'data which it uses to examine performance'on
4,1

test items. The following statistics were among the nineteen
.

, pieces of data available on each item.

-Number of students who selected each response to the

item.
a- .

. ,

-A mean criterion
-

score'for each response; this was.
. ,

f
a score froM 6 -,20, average 13, 'describing the

: ..

, over-all test achievement level of the students who
.

selected that response..? The higher. the-criterion

score the'more capable the group of students.

--A mean criterion score for the students stillo'answeiing

questions and the lierceiltage of studenls'stilel*answering

. at'that item.

--Percentage of correct response to the item. based on
. %

tiu)sestill responding-. f-

mean criterion. score for the item: This was also
4

.

based on a,6-- 20 scale as described above. In this

p case the higher the criterion score the more'difficult
/

.
.

the item. In this analysis we will abbreviate this

score as- DL difficulty
.4

f(--A corresponding 0.iterion,score, or the item assuming

it has been given to a base group, in this case students
.

writing in 1969 70.
.

-Xdorrelation coefficient compating performance on this

item to overall. performance on the entire test.

19,
11
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LA more detailed scription of these data taken

fiom,an ETS manual (19) are,included as APPENDIX C.
.. .

VALUATION OF THE TEST RESULTS

OVERALL TEST PERFORMANCE

Analysis of 'the overall test performance offers little

information of value td Michigan mathematics' educators'.-

It has already bee n repoyted that th e Equating-Report

identifieeno differences on the,mathematics tests during

the first three of the four- years. Thoe statistics for .

the fourth year computed by MDF, showed. negre:dt change

) .
.

,
,

1
,in that respect. \ ,,,, ,

c-

The overall level of the.performance,was,,predetermined

by ETS tErough a calculated distribution o'f-ea'sir and

difficult items. It is therefore not a direct measure of .

theiquality of performance by Michigan- s ents, but rather

a measure of the level of difficulty of test. .

. .

Since no other norming-group is available;,there is 1
$1, i

no,.immediate basis fox...comparing Michigan students to other
. ._

students. 'he over 11 test performance data for Michigan
.

districts or areas having common socio-econoinic.cilaracteristics

were not assembled for this analysis. Future analysis should

explore the relationship between the learning of mathematics
- .

and such forms of educational input.

ITEM PERFORMANCE

Inasmuch as the descriptiVe statistics of overall test
., -

C) a

12

S
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performance are not available in a form'which provides

information of general interest to the.Michigan. mathematics

edUcators, the major thrustof this analysis will relate

-fo the performance of fourth and seventh grade students on

test items. Particukarly, that perforMance will be
'A

examined for inforkation which may provide some answers

/for the following types of-,questions.

What kind of items were 'difficult for 4th graders
.--

(7th graders)? ...° ' 4b t .

What kind of items were easy for 4th graders (7f

graders)graders)? I- I
, .

How did 4th traders (7th graders) perform on*

collections
.

of items such as:

Place value

.Number concepts

Fractions

Word problemsi. and .

;-

. . ...,

. . Probiemslusing algebraic equa ions?
: . . ,

Do the tests provide-evi4Ince of specific:-Itearning

I

problems i '4th and 7th grade mathematic

'Ile analysis of performanle by many stud nts on a large
.

.fiumber of test items such as this poses many problems: The
, .

absence of objective data On be a serious andicaputo

decision-making but here we have so much da a that organizing
.

'it into teariingful'componentsAis a challen While-there
-

.

- is a large amount of data about the-base groups there is'

only.limited,opportunity for comparisons 1Setween different

. 21. -7
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4

1

1.

...

%

.

.
.
.gride.leveIs between similaT pr related items, or betweal

,,

. .,

sub-groups'ofl,studenkg,on .the same item. - .it

. s, i
. ,

BesIdes the absence 'Of,comparative_data there are other
tr.

. factors which will hamper qux efforts:

11,4

\
4, ,

a.1. Frequeptly two orAtee concepts are 'intervamed in

the same Item. T140,oses no particular .ptoblem':
Y-14

to the' creator of trieknoltmative test, but it means

that a student may ha missed an item In spite:of
1

4

the fact tilathe had gastere:d aileut one ofothe.

concepts. .It ale() is ;,very difficult to group. such
.g-

.

items into relat'ed'c ories. The specifications.

for these'testg were cleay indentified earlier
'

.

.1

al

but different persons assAtAing items to tho?e, .'

.
. -, ,k

categories have, not agreed; on thosehose assignment";w . .

. .

'.; and doubtless others w4014Seekthpm still differently.

2. Multiple response items 4q.made more.or less ;difficult

:. by the nature ol.,the passible respontes. Indeed,

manipulating the 'choices isa de\rice used the test/ .

.makeroto 'ackieve ardeqre lever of difficul ty for
.

tne.4.tem. Once more, ihat:iandicaps a person': .

,

.

attempting to detect program implications from

performance on 'the items.

3: The normative test maker must use.items.appropriate...

for the students being teS:tedso that the resulting

statistics are within an acceptable range. Particular
.

emphasis on specIficlireas is not important to brim,.

Hence, some of the more critical areas for mathematics

4

educators and their students are either not
. .

,

a 22
14
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4.

r

represented or are maskedby item construction

.techniques. On these to is the meanixg of decimal Q+

fa

, .

opel-atinsWit common frac,,iions, and

ability to use the whole huMber algorithms are not °

well covered 4 °,

.%
. .

The above, remarks are not intended to be an exhaustive i
.

-e .
,

listOng of the difficulties inherent in using normative
%

tests to discern specific strengths, weaknesses or trends 2,/
1

.,,
a_in the learniing pPocess. They are rather intended to put'

.. ,
.

)

the readers!bn guard as.they attempt their own analysis and
, > . - ..

, -to place this 'analysis in i proper context. 4'i:

=4 7 eWhile we have attempted to exercise Caution in

interpreting results; it must be 'recognizea that frequently.the obsetvations represent attempts to interpolate, or

.

extiaporate.from the statistics: Since all statements relate
0

6
, ,

.,, to st- atewide results, it has also been'impossible to anticipate t

v

how individual .schools or districts may'reflect different.

.-resuit%S.

Fi )nally; the detefmination.ofiWhat is worth calling to

the readers' attention subject to judgmental limitations.

The raw data are available 'through the, MDE and it is hoped

that they,wilI.be scrutinized for other cliAg as to how we can
.

iMpro'veinstruction in mathematics. ^4
. . .

It is also hoped that as other.professionals'arrive at

alterAtiveinterptetations of the data they will utilize

the journal "Mathematics in Michigan" or other suitable media

to'air their viewpoints? f

-%;
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Cs

. k )- : 1
A . V ... t.

With those
.
Aedhutionary xemarks,.let up examine the

"Th
. ...

.

.

.

.

I

01
.

, . .

test.. items for .information of interest. Remembe the basicr.

statistics discussed for the items will be difficultyievel.(DL).

and % ofeorrett response.

.DL will be a number-between 6 and 26 with an a verage DL
P

for test items being about DL's for more difficult

items wai be higher-than-that and for easier tines they will

be lower. APPENDIX C contains a table..relating

percentile levels.

From time, to time, assumptiZns.will made concerning.

they number of students, who guessed the co' ect responseS.

Since there were/4. possible choices for each item, we will

assume that those who "kRew" the answer will equ(1,correct

responses decreased by 1/3 .of the wrong responses. Special

note will'be made whew:that is done, otherWise the'ipercentages
.

will simply represent correct responses. -

The tests were identified Vform S3 T, Us V for 197C

'71, '72; and '73 respectively; hence, ye will uit:the letters

anditem numbers to identify an item in a particular test(s).

UV6 would be the 6th item on boththe 1972 and '73 tests.

Whole Number Computation and Place Value

While there was an average of nine whole lumber items
. .

dealing with computation andiRplact value on each 4th grade

test; there was a relatively small number concerned
A

any One concept. Probabljr.the outstanding feature of student

pekfoimance on these items was the failure of 4th graders as

, group. to excell on any of theft.

F 24
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,

two easiest items were:
,

...

,
(V9) 10 x 0 -= 100

What.number goes In'the abovel-

.

(A) 0;, .( B) 1

. '(C) 10
(D) I00

O

(SS, TUV6)

:,

Difficulty Level 8.4,87% cOrrett.

12.Le.S, ,4 = 8

'What sign goes in the Es alAe?

(A) +
(43)

(
(C) x
D) +

m6-re difficult were:
,

(T9)

( U

, 9 7 ` 0 9

, What number goew-In-thErbox-abblie?

(B) 7
(c) 11
(D) 16

4%)

9.1, 822%

.
0

DI, 17.5, 13%

_

sBut careless 4th graders
selected- se or. 7 and the
item provided little ,

fn7ight into their
understanding.

A , B d% C D
272gi 3)212. 4 )212. 65. 252

If A, B, and D are the,inswers forthe division
prbblems above, which ii,the greatest?

, ,(A)-A go,

'(B) B
(C) C
(D)

17

DL 15.7;22%.



(T40)v
.,.

Which of the
if .the

4

. 4

'r

following numbers would be 40_more
were changed to 6 1.

(A) 1,092; ..\
(B) 1,129
(C) 1,243.
(D) 2,049

o

.

DL- 15.7, 23%

_ . .

It will not Pe surriiing,to middle elementary grade., ,
.

..

ieachers that when guesses arveliminated tie best that the .

,

4th - graders could do onAivirsion problems was'an approximately

,4/3' '}cnowl.edgeable performance, on (V29).:"- '3 )693 ;

AI/.
d

I

4

. 4

( A) 132
(B) 212

.(:G) 23L
(Z312

23) 5175 . 20Q
4600
t 575: 20

' CD
'Ntal qtotierit

4

'In the division example above, the correct way to
.1111.in the spaces is v

,(A)

-(B)

460

460

, A

(D) NE,
ckb

18

DL 15.0, 32%
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Does the higher performance in S30 when compared to TUV23

above ustratt that the.arly emphasis on division is on

the algorith'and not on its relatioriship tomullplication?

4th grade performance on place-Value items must be.

disappointing to teachers and indicative of a need for
9

either improvement i4,methodology or just greater emphasis.

Place value concepts have become very basic with the strong

reliance on them in more recent development for. whole

number algorithms. Besides T40, which was listed earlier

amongthe more difficult items, students performed'onone

place` value items as follows:
41110.'

(V18) 4,271 = 4,000 + 200 + + 1

Which goes in the dbove?

(A) 7
( B) 70 7

(C) 700
(ID) 7,000

..fr

(ST.U1 3)
634 = 600 + 4- 4

What number goes in the box above?

(A) 3
(B) 30
(C) 34
(D) 63

(1/30) Which is NOT a way of writing 387 ?

(A) 300'i- 80 ÷ 1

.(B) 200 + 180 + 71
(C) 200+ 17d-t 17
(D) 100 + 280 +17

DL 13.3, 47%

^

DL 12.2, SCA'

r\

DL 13.9, 43%
4

4



These demonstrate rather clearly that most of our

4
students were not ready for more standard approaches to

any of the whole number algorithms. However, V30 does

seem tuindicate that some ,8tudents were ready. Under

.these circumstances perhaps the performances on the,4

following items, which measure a major part of two years
#

. of-mithematics instruction, can hardly be surprising.

..(V12)

445 .

31332

(A) 211
(8)-301
(C) 310
(D) 311

DL 10;3, 74%

'(V13) (U15)
V

489,263 506
-265,051, -223W

(A) 224,102
(B) 224,212
(C) 244,212
(D) .254,314

DL 11.1, 67%

(A) 273'
(B) 283
(C) 323
.(D) 383

DL 12.9; 51%

Perhaps the most surprising of all performances

fourth _graders in Ihese items' was on:'

(V33) 4 + 4 +4 +4 + 4 = 0 x4

Which number goes in the above?

(A) 4
(B) 5
(C) 20

, (D) 24
:DL 14:5, 37%

by

Imagine! Less than one'in ,four 4th graders demonstrated an

unders tanding of the association between multiplication and

repeated addition. Assume that the 20% who selected "(C) 20"

were careless and knew the correct response. -J6en then,

after discarding guesses, only about 1/3 do understand the

23
20



relation. What does it mean, then; when 55% correctly

respond to (U24) 3x604=

(A) 492
(B) 1,807
(C) 1,812
(D) 1,912

There were 40% who "knew" the correct response. Could

they make use of knowledge so lacking' in background?

Perhaps better than any other group of items' these

-illustrate the enigma of the middle elementary grades

matheinatics education. So many concepts included in

the program are appropriate for some students and not for

others. The need to reach different concepts "to different

S'

students in the same classrdod, i.e. differentiate4

instruction, is very strong# it makes little sense to try

to teach the algorithms to youngsters who dqbnot.have a

'basic background. Yet the dominant instructioriallmode is
-

very likely that-of taking the whole class page by page.

There is little wonder that many starry-eyed second graaers
4.

who are kitrigued by numbers turn into sixth graders who

shy away ,front them.

.Perhaps because the 7th-grade toxxi and-programs have

tended to move on to other things the group of yhoie riumbp.
,

test itemi'is lessextensive for 7th graders. Questions which

many-7th-grade mathematics teasers would'have liked to have

included, such as two and three digit multiplication and

division, were not asked. Those which are included indicate

that the basic weaknesses cited.for 4th graders are still.

present in'the 7th grade.'

2 9
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(STS U1/12) 70,060 =
. )

(A) (7 x 10,000) + (6 i< 10)

(B) (7 x 10,000) + (6 x 100)
(C) (7 x 10,000) + (6 x 1)
(D) (7 + 10,000) x (6 + 10)

DL 9.8, 79%

Becau'se Of the nature of the choices, that item established

;that 1/3 of the students could not correctly identify. the

place value of ,the "6".

(ST17, U28) If 0 + A = 9, where 0 and A are whole numbers,
which 6f the following is true?

4

(A) 9 +.0 =A
(8 9 - d =0

9+,A =0
(D) - 9 = A

0

(TI42) 25 x 8 =

(A) (25x6)x 2
(B) (25x5) x3
() (25 xM x 2

(D) (25x4) X4

(813) 21 x 32 = '

(A) (20 x 32) +(1x32)
(B) (2x 32) +tlx32)
(C) (20x 30)1+ (1 x 2)

(D) (2i)c 30) + (2 x 30)
DL 13.3, 47f

DL 12,.5; 55V
$

I

DL 111 66%

V

,

- :
.... a

30.
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(UV6) 6

62)376 1

4 remainder

In the divisltn ciiroblem above, the

number that goes in ED is

(A) 4 x 62

(B) 6 x 62

(C) (4 x 62) + 6

(D) (6x62) +4

(STI.18) If 36 (n x 3) = 0, then n =

(A) 4

(8) 8

(C)

(n) 33

,

1514.11.1, 648%

DL 10.9, 70%

Deducting for guessed, the beS.t success on these items

was just Over 2/3; the average is. about 1/2. They are all
,

related to a meaninkfulsuse of nfthjirs. These performances

-clearly indicate that a large- group of Michigan 7th graders

are not very facile with whole number concepts.. Again,

llaTlicationsfor differentiated mathematics instruction at

7th grade and some inodification of elementary programs are

inescapable.

.

Questions related to multiples of whole numbers

constituted the balance of these whole number items for'

7th graders. Around 2/3 of the 7th graders demonstrated

familiarity with:the concept of "multiple" as in:

3

:23



.
., . .
%-

(V8) . ft x is a multiple o121, it must also
. be-a multiple of

(A) II

( B) 7
(C) 5
(D) 2 DL 10.7, 73%

. s

However, two other questions concetniu common multiples

we-e found to be so difficuleand complex that they were

not informative; i.e.,

(ST29) The least common multiple of 6, 8, 18, and 30 is

(A) 1

(13) 2

(C) 18Q
(D) 360

DL 16.5, 20%

Properties of Whole Numbers and Their Operations

Items treating the special prdPerties of zero and one,

and whole number operations are examined together in this

section.

While nearly all (93%) of the 4th graders used zero

correctly in (UV1) 13+3+0=

A)

( B) 10

(p)

(D) 17

anly.2/3 could generalize the role of zero in addition

to (TUV3) 7 4.0 =7,

What number goes in the box above?

0

14



9%.

2/3 of the 4th graders could also. generalize multiplying

by "1" in (S2, ;3)
3 x 0 =3

What number goes in the box above?

(A)0
"(13) 1
(C) 2
(D) 3

Since it seems very likely that nearly all 4th graders

know that "3 x 1 = 3" and "7 0 = " those last two items

seem to indicate that 1/3 of the 4th graders are 'confused

by "box".'

A related question (U9) 84 x 0 =84

What number goes in the 2

.(A) 84

(B) 83
(C) 1

(D) 0

i was responded to correctly by 50%, of the 4th graders,

suggesting that there was still another group who understood

fo

t lie use of the "box", and that 63 x = 3", but had .not

formed the generalization "N x 1 = N".

Consider (V26
r
fors 7th graders: Which is true for all numbers N ?

(I;) N..- 2 = 2 - N
(B) N+0 =0
(C) NxN= 2x N
(D) Nx 1 =N

I

Since 7th graders selected "N x 1 = N at a 41% rate, it

is likelethat not more than 1/3 ofthe 7th graders had

formed the generalization for
multiplying by 1. .

'About 1/2 of the 7th graders able to respond correctly

to (S1S) If x = 0 and y = 1; which of f011owing expres-

sions equals 1 ?

(A) x (C)21
Y

(B) xY (D) ,

33
.25
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7
90% of, them respoided correctly to (V4) If 7 x n = 0, then n=

4,4 7

(B) 1

(c)

f-D) Q

and to (S1, TU2) + N = 7 and N is a number, then N = A

(A) 0
(B) 3
(C) 4
(D) 7

These three items point to the pesky n. ure of- and

one for both 4t and 7th graders. The gen alizations may

be mastered quickly by some, others are at leas

periodically'unsure and some just do not.know.

Two items. covered the commutative law ,for addition

(ST16, UV22) 23+4=4+0
What number goes in the 0 above?

IL

(A) 27
(B) 25
(C) 24
(D).23

.

(UVS) If 24+75 =75 +N, then N =

(A) 0
(B) 12
(C) 24
(D) 48

They were answered correctly by about 64% of the 4.th graders

and 80% of the 7th graders respectively.

Two more items ropted tothe distributive law:

.11

34

26
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V.

(STUV 27) x 9 = (5x 9) +(3 X 9) .

What number goes in the A above?
t

. its
(A) 2 ? - >
( B). 8 .
(C) 9 .
(D). 15 .

(S13) 21 x 32 =

(A) (20 x 32) + (1 x 32)
4

(B) (42-1( 32) + (1 x 32)
-

(C) (20 x 30) + (1 x 2)
(D) (21 x 30) + (2 x 30)

They were managed by 38%Of the 4th graders and 47%.6f

the 7th graders respectively.

(T29) Which is tw ice (8 + 8)3_

(A) 2+8+8
(B) 16 +8
(C) 4+ 12
(D) 16 + 16

,received a 45% correct response from 4th graders.

Thus, in spite of textbooks which stress these basic

number relatiohs, a large prollytion of our students have

not mastered them by, the 7th !grade. They appear to provide

a very shaky basis for the teaching o

algorithms.

omputational

A question involving an application of the concept

"average" was one of the most difficult'on,the.entire test"

(STIIV30) If the average of 5 integers is 12 and the slim of .
4 of the integers is.52, then, the 5th integef is

(A) 8
(B) 12 35'(C) 40
(9) 60

4

27

DL 16.0, 255:

.
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Theie is only the 'slightest statistical assurance that

any 7th grade students responded to that tuestion

knowledgeably.

Fractions

.

By.January of their 4th grade/yer, many students have. 40

had only limited pkpertence with fractions. There is.

some rather strong sentiment that the major emphasis at

that time .should be on improving proficiency with the

whole number algorithms. In many clatseq, fractions tend

-

ta,be given a cursory treatment late in the year.

One might hold that 4th graders should study the

mathematics for which they'are ready. Is two-digit

multiplication easier or more difficult for 4th graders

.than the introductory concepts related to fractions?

We have already seen that an uncdrtain knowledge of place
. .

value and other number properties makes aTeaningfut

introduction to the multiplication algorithm doubtfulofor

at least half of the 4th graders.. Does performance on

these introductory. concepts related to fractions suggest

r that greater attention to f Factions at .the 4th grade level

would be more timely? Have we devoted too much time in

the 3rd and 4th grade to large- whole numbers and tog little

to the simple fraction concepts?

Three test_items asked,students to associate fractions

with geometric regions.

33
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a

(TUV34) Which square' has the greatest part

shaded?

t

(S21)

(C)

(B)

(D)

99.

a

DL 11.3, 70%

I.

What fraction of the figure above is shaded?
4...

(B)

(C)4 a

.(D)

4

(TU285 ' Which figure is NOT 1- shaded?
-2

( A)

(C)

(B)

(D)

37
29.

DL 13.1, 50%

DL 13.0, 48%



4

-

And five others with some other-form of meaning of

fActions:
1

Mich set does NOT have -f the dots
(V32)

shaded?

4

(U38)

(A)

'(C) 0 0 010

0 0 010
.

(?) 0100
000.

In which set are- -3.of the stars cirdeNt

*
(A)

(B)

(C)
*Iti

):
tr
* **

(D) t.r*
38 -

30

DL 13.3, 49%

. DL 12%
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Ite

N.

(S24) 6 is of

(A) 18 times 6
(B) 9 times 64
(C) 6 times 6
(D) 3'tirries 6

..,,

,(S29) ;

(S9)

t

1

The arrow above points to a number named by all .

the fractions in which of the following sets?

4}

c,, 6.),

, 1 2 3 '4

. (D) {4. f2}

If 4 sticks are each cut into fourths, how many
piece's are there?

(A). One
(E),Four
(C) Eight
(D) Sixteen

I

'DL 12.5, 56%

DL li.5, 28%,

(

DL 12.4, 5.6%

Assuming that 4th graders have not had an extensive

exposure tolractions, the following observations appear

to emerge from that collection of items:

Fractions related to regions are easier for:4th
graders to understand than when they are related
to sets. (Compare S21 to U38). -

Fourth graders have a strong intuitive, rasp oil/2
as indicated by the *strong performance on V32.

39
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.

The set iriterpretation.of fractions appears to represent
a stumbling block (compare S24 and U38), This is
pethaps,because the basic unit to which the fractipn
applies is more ,obscure in a set than it is i- a region:

It is unfortunate'that,S29 was complicated by the concept
o

of.e4uivalent fractions. One ould like to believe that

having identified the point as "3/4" studentwould have

seen only one correct choice,-but-aNlow correlation to

performanCe on therest of the test-(.16) and other items

.4" suggest zonfusion. -.The only othu item' which asks

4th graders to associate fractiqns(with the number line (T38).

R,

'I

T38)
A g,

1:C11!/11 1.1

. 41

0 1 2

Orkthe number line above, tl is halfway betwer,
a

11-1 and
2

1L : What 00 yob add to 1-
4 to get N ?4

r

A

was impossibly complex And offered noad4tionlal insight.

(

it is interesting to no/te that one of the ew,items

on the tes5;5 on which there is solid evidence of chAnge over

the four years of testing is (TpV3 (p.29) on which ,

performance in successive yearstimigoved from 66 %'to 76 .

r
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(T36,.UV35) Studthts are asked,to give meaning to mied,numbers,

74

(A) 7 +
. 4

(B) 7 -1
(C) 7 x

(D) 7'_ DL 13.6,. 45%

)1,

There are a number of complexities in that item and it is

surprising to find that (DL 13.6, 45%) one-third of the

'4th graders are that knowledgeable Obout mixed numbers.. .

. The weakness of using a norm-referrenced test for

Facilitating instruction stands out 'early in the items

on fractions used with 7th graders, There is so much specific

information which would haye been useful,but the item
, 1

selection d#1 not proVi4e a basis Tor getting that information.
. . ., .:

An item (STUV3) Which statement is true? i

Ir 10:5, 72%//i(
,

deaii with size comparison for unit fractions but there is

,no foliow-up for nonufilt fractions. A single clOestion .(V7)

I-

ti

..



Each of the following is equal to
(V7)

-1- EXCEPT 4.

9
(A) T8-

8
(B) T6.

#
(C)

(13)
5

DL 9.9, 80%

deals vdth equivalent fractions but the fraction involved

is 1/2, One with which students show such strong intuitive

-indentificition that the 80% performance tells nothing

about an unaerstandinCof the generalized concept.

In spite of interfering factors n two of them, these

three 7th grade items do provide some meaningful information

about the effectivehess of instruction:

4V36) 22

+

(U26)
.

(D)
3

DL 14.8, 32%

42
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a

k

7 1

(V40) -8- 2

,"/
12 x 7) (8 x 1) .

8 f
7 4(B)

8

7 1(C)
8

7 1(D)
8 2 148,'33%

Each of these'items was used on just one test. That

provides a very unsati'sfactbilr look at 7th graders' ability

to compute with fractions! Performance on these items

speaks for itself. Michigan 7th graders are very weak in

the addition of fractions with unlike denas.j.nators and are

probably also weak in subtracting them.

Two items related simple fractions directly to decimals. .

"Y .

-.One (TU20) 2+22 .-:-- .

(A) 0.43 C

(B) 2.25
(C) 4.05
(D) 4.

required the students to represent "2 2 1/2" as a decimal

and another (S7) 1+4=

(A) .15
,(B) .5
(C) 1.05.
(D) 1.5 44

required the same for "1 1/2". Average In, for these-items

was about 12.0 with 60%correct rrrponses. In other words,

tophalf of the 7th graders tested "knew". how to represent

1/2 as a,decimal. .graction, Abepatthe same number were able

. 4,3
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. v.

m

to manage (1
,

1/1 9) 200.1
6

( A)
(B)

- 199.0 =

1.0
1.1

(C) 10.1'
(D) 11.1

a

.

Large numbers of Michigan 7th graders do not.have even a

minimal ability .to work with decimals; but the nature

of the rttlas and the percentage of cortect responses is

such, that' there are likely. to be large differences among
. t.

districts in the performance of students in decimal.
%

fractions.
. -

The test makers put unusual stress on the concept

that a number multiplied by a fraction- could be less

than the number itself. They administered 3 items dealing

withthat concept a total of 7) times and discovered that
. .

perhaps 1/3 to 1/2 of the 7th graders were -aware of this ..
or could deal with multiplication in a way which permitted

them to make accurate deductions about the rela_tions-.

(STU'O22) Karen says, "When 1 multiply an;`-'
number by 2, the answer; I get is

always 2 or more." The answer
to which of these problems shows

Karen is wrong?
.

(A) 2 x 11
2

(13) 2; -14

(C) 2 x i

.(D) 2x0

36
44

DL 11.&, 62%
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(mr38) If 300 times a number .14 is greater
than 300, then N could be

A)

(B) 0.888

(C) I i
(D) 8

(T38) For which of the following does n represent a
number greater than 300 ?

(A) 300x-3 =n
4

(B) 300 2.3 = n

(C) 300 x.1.2 = n

(D) 300 3
= n

DL 13.6, 46i

DL 15.0, 33%

I

bpllectively these, items seem to indicate that most

7th'graders have note achieved the ability tto make these'

kind of comparisons. They suggest that 7th graders"feel"

for numbers of this type is not very'strong.

The most difficult item in this'section for 7th graderi was;

114 0) If 82 x T1,-1 = 0.082, then N =

(A) 0.001

(B) 0.()1

(C) 100

(D) 1,000

DL 17.1, 17%

Perhaps its placement as the last item on the test had some,

. influence on the aitcome, but on face values and particularly

when considered with TU20, S7, (p.35) and UV19 (p:36) it

appears to point to a severe breakdown in the development of

45
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c

decimal fractionscancepts. With the present emphasis

on metric measurement, it most certainly dethands more

attention. k

The comparisoiof

(1316) 3 is'i of2
(A) 2 x 3

(B) 3 x 3
(C) 4 x 3.

(D) 6x3
DL 16.4, 74%

to S24 (p.31) for 4th zraders is perhaps worth noting. The

7th graders had the advantage of an intuitively more

familiar fraction, but their performance advantage (18%) is

small enough toconclude that this copcut was not stressed

in the intervening years.

Measurement

A farge number, of items applied to the, general area

of measurement. 8 items collectively appeared 16 times on /

tests for 4th graders nd 17 items appeared 30 times on

tests for 7th graders. That is an average of 4 items per

test to 4th graders Ana 7 items per'test for 7th graders.

But the number of important concepts in this area is also

great, so only lineal: Measurement received fairly detailed

attention; otMr measurement ameas were barely touched.

A r
43
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Linear Measure

(T33). .

\o 10 20_
\ h

On tie number line above, the arrow points to

eA)
(B) 15
(C) 17.
(D) 25%

77% of 4th gra ers correctly selected (B) for that

question. When the ale was terminated at 20 (UV21),

(UV21)

1 ittitinitlitit.,
0 10 20

On the scale aboveo the arrow points to

( A) 12
(B) 15

.(C) 17
.(D) 25

the percentage for the.same.question increased significantly

to.83%. Not a great change, but why should the open-ended

scale keep 6 students in every 100 from -succeed-ing?

S29 (p.31) was discussed earlier with fractions. It

indicated that the use of fractions on the number line with

.4th graders should be approached very.cautibusly. It also

suggested.that expecting the average 4th grader to measure.

distb.nce to quarter units is not Very'realistic for many

Mi'chigan 4th graders.

Another perceptual problem in linear measurement was

encountered by 4th graders when' asked to respond 'to:

4 7
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(ST15

-3

'2

This plant is next to a yardstick. About how tall
is it?

(A) Almost 4 yards tall
(B) Almost 4 feet tall
(C) Alrhost 40 inches tall
(D) Almost 4 inches tall

'( DL 14.5, 36%

About 36% responded correctly. Discounting guesses,
kw&

about 1/6 of them were able to perceive the fact that

the 2 1/2.inch scale( pas intended by the adults to be 'a

yardstick. Very few appeared to beddstracted by

di tlnguishing 40 inches from 4 feet. The message seems

\...11c ar., 4th graders will have a tough enough time measuring

in the real world; don%t ask them to visualize a yardstick

shrunk io'2.1/2 inches.

Interestinglyon this map, a few more studerits

were able to'identify the correct response for the

distance flora PennCity to Newburg.

4 8
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(TU3

And.the

test was

they had

Nea

identify

half dou

square.

(ST12)

12 Miles cb

Penn Queens
City

10 Miles Selma
Newburg

On the Map above, what is the distance
from Penn City to Newburg?

(A) 12 miles
(B) 18 miles
(C) 20 miles
(D) 30 miles DL 13.7, 45%

orrelation to performance on the rest of the

significantly better. Perhaps this was becaUse

ever seen a milelq.d.

y 3/4 of the 4th graders'could dorrectly

he perimeter of thistriangle, but fewer than

ktell how-much wire it would take to malce the

The perimete

(lit) 10
(B)' 12
(C) 25
(D) 50

f the figure above is

(UV11)

I.

1

2 inches

How many inches of wire would be
/ r needed to make the square:above?

(A) 4 inches
(B) 8 inches
(C) 12 inches
(AD) 16 inches

' .

DL 9.8, 79 %. DL 12.3, 57%

This coul indicate that while they recognized tlie square,

for many them it die4not have equal sides. Or maybe
,

they just ouldn'timagine that the side,which appeared

to bel i h was actually 2 inches in length:

)49
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Seventh graders displayed a similar problem.

Nearly 1/8.(if them correctly identified the perimeter of

a given triangle (110)

6

The perimeter of the figure above is

(A) 11
(B) 13 .

(C) 18
(D) 30

A

but leis than 1/4 responded correctly to.:

(TU18) If the perimeter of t% square is 364)
then the length of one side is'
(A) 6 el"

(B) 9 ile(C) 12
(b) 18 " 'it,

;42

. ,
. . .

Even though the alternatives were'not yery. attrlctive,
c.,

only 1/4 of the 7th graders correctly gave the perimeter

of the parallelogram:

(S21)

4

In the figure above, what is the perimeter of
parallelogram. ABCD ?

(A) .19
(B) 31
(C) 38
(D) 84

V

42
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This seems to indicate that the characteristics of

common geometric figures, do not come through very

strongly in the .K 7 mathematics prograd.

While 70% of the 7th graders responded correctly

to (STU10)

MIMELZ71
EEL AM
11111111

If each small square above has an
area of 1 square inch, then the area
of the §haded region in square
inches is

(A) 3-2-

(B) 4

1(C) 5-2

(D) 6 .

a question calling for them to determine the area of a
4

polygon displayed on a grid, only 60 could tell: (V20)

(V20) Of the following rectangles, which
has the greatest area?

( A)

6

(B)
4

6

8

(C) 21
I

(D) 3

10

9

p

51
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And finally on (T37) fewer than 1/4 managed.

'Cr3 7.) what is the greatest number of squares of cake
2 inches on a side that Jane can cut from a cake
15 inches by 8 inches if the thickness of each
sqbare is 'the same as the thickness of the cake?

(A) 21
(B) 28
(C) 32
(D) 34

Jo

In other words, only the best Miehigan.7th graders

are functional with the area of simple rectangles.

Fortunately, there were no area questions covering

triangle, parailelograms,'or trapezoids.

The balance of. the measurement questions for 7th
7

graders dealt with units of measurement. .There were six

unit conversion,problems:

(ST9) minutes to hours--7%

How many hours is i50 minutes?
ti

(D)5

(TU15) dimes to nickels--64%

24 dimes are equal in value to

(IA) 480 pennies
( ) 48 nickels
(C) 12 quarters
(D) 5 half dollars

52 )
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41,

(TUV34) gallons to quarts-54%4

. Which of the following l:gallon cans
contains about 1 quart?

(A) (B)

(C)

(ST27) feet to inches application-35%

How many quarter-inches are in two feet?

(A) 96
(B) 48
(C) 24
(D) 4

I

.

.

(V13) deciieter to meter (given 1 meter = 10 decimeters)-63%

One meter is equal to 10klecirneters.
How many meters are equal to
80 decimeter's?

(A) 800
(B) 8
(t) 0.80
(D) 0.08

(T21) poundto ounces application--36%

How many 8-ounce packages of hard candy can be
1made from 2
2

pounds of. hard candy?

(A) 3
(B) 4
(C)
(D) 6

53
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Together they indicate that about,one-half of Michigan

7th graders are not comfortable with the more common units

of measurement. Even the dimes to nickels' conversion of

24 dimes to 48 nickels cone -used more than 1/3 of them.
molt-

This item was answered correctly by 53'% of the 7th

graders. ,(uv29) 3 hours 20 minutes

1 hour 35 minutes

(A) 2 hours 15 imies
(B) 1 hour 4 inutes

(C) 'I hour 5 Minutes

(D) 1 hour 15 minutes

When compared to the conceptually easier problems in the

last paragraph,one can only conclude that not much time

is spent in Michigan schools in' teaching students to use .

units of measurement and that they do not pay Much attention

to therk.outside of school either. One would suspect that

without schooling a 7th grader would be able tot..eil

which of four partially filled 1 gallon containers contained
6'

1 quart, but fewer than half were able to on these tests,

(TUV34) (p.45).

One of the most difficult measurement questions for

7th graders was a proportion probledup

(\2mQ (U4Q) A . B

2N 3N

In the figure. above, if the length of

segment AB is 12 inches, then the

length of segment AC is

(A) 18 inches

(B) 24 inches

(C) 30 inches

(D) 36 inches

54
46
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,7

.

a

'
A

-= _,-- :
,,,.

. ,...
So fear tudents knew how to deal with that prdblem that , "I.'

.

.
.

it'woULd not be

anyone "knew"._

to:

possible to stati'stically estOlish that
-

Yet studebtg did.respond,at the-44% ielfel.

. (STU4) If 5 inches on a 'map repregents
120 tniles,how many miles does
1 inch represent?

(A) 600
(B) 125
(C).115
(D) 24

There was also exather'strong-performance (59% on V21)

in another prob,lem requiring dir t use of a scale.

w .(V21) Agpar

OF

'Scale: 1 inch :-.3 miles

On-the map above, 'the length of the
segment connecting Apar and Bor
is how many inches? ,

\

0 (A) 2
(B)

. (C) 4
(D) 5

I

k

Ea

-
-

.

.This group of problems concerning measurement tend

r-

to make
.

it quite clear that Michigan mathematics programs.

either do not stress or. are not particulirly effective 'in

their stress on' measurement and other related topics-which

41.
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I..

apply numbers to geopletric'figures:(.44ric
(

geomOtrY):
. . .

e'

. .

This one'of the'most'obv0Us-0.#,:giving practical

meaning to 'numbers. .-5a.rice-;ihAt;haS'ilieri.:fo be a general

Weakness in mo ,dern mathematics programs, and with the
.

more recent emphasis on career education, it appears that

this area of instruction does need conside'rably more

,attention.

GeomptricPropertie of Figures
1

Geometric properties of various figures were. covered
I

by 3 items .which cblleptyely. appeared 5 times on 4th

grade tests and 6 items which appeared 9 times on 7th

grade tests an annual average.of slightly over one

etem'per test for 4th graders and 2 items per test for the

7th graders. The result's are correspondingly spaWF:Th

At the 4th grade level:

-90% of t4students selected a triangle, from a number.

tf plane figures (gl, T2, US)'

--80% of the student's identifie points which were

inside both of an,olorlappini..sq re anct circle (TUV5)

:Ab-out 50% correctly picked a shqrte tante between
..61.

two points on a grid,A.V261

AV the 7th grade level:

--just over 50% correctly selected a polygon (square)

. which had para'lel sides (UV23). .

4

33t correctly identified. a diameter aska line

twice 4s*long as a radius (ST16)

.5 61
a
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.400 --about 5Q.% were able to manage a rather wordy prOblem

involving distancesapd direction on a gridded map

(ST23, V27)

Perhaps the outcomesmost worthy of noting here are

the failure of the mathematics program (1-7) to deal

effectively with parallel and the radius/diameter relationship.

These are so obviously within the experience of these

students that one wonders whether the more abstract

geometric concepts investigatdd in many elementary mathematics

books have hidden relationships which are easily within the

students' grasp and perhaps fai more useful to them. Thesee

books may even imply that a geometric relationihip is not

cogsidered u§eful or significant unless ills couched in

proper mathematical terms.

The facility of both 4th and 7th graders to work on a

gridded plane is very interesting and could be useful. It

pis qbvious that in many respects the regularities within

our cities and buildirigs does result in students living in

gridded world. The geoboard attempts to capitalize on

this. Perhaps other concepts like perpendicularity and

parallelism should be taught through the use of the geoboard.

Formulas and Graphs w4k

The use of algebraic expressions in a formula to

generalize methods for arriving at certain values; such

as 0= 2wr or V = lwh, or to desdribe relations such as

57
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a c acEzx I = was not directly explored by these.tests.

However, three items did examine the ability to

substitute numbers into algebraic' expressions to determine

values. Results on these items showed that, despite

general student familiarity with the operations involved,

well over half of the students had difficulty with such

substitutions.

In the 4th grade this Was true for (STUV19) 2 x k,

and in the 7th grade for (TUV11) a x b and (S2) a
c r

This seems to imply that textbooks which have relied heavily

on such expressions to describe relationships tendsto

reach only the better students.

In examining students ability to work with graphs, tests

of this nature tend to be'restricted to items which requfrci

-an interpretation'of existing graphs. The construction of

a graph involves different skills and it seems probable

that many students are likely to bd able.to interpret

graphs which they could npt.constrtici.

Since these tests were not different in that respect

the results are probably somewhat optimistic about students

ability to work with graphs. Bar graphs, pictographs and

line.graphs were examined at the 4th grade (3 items) and

circle graphs were added to give a total of 7 items at

grade 7.. Except for a 72% score on a very simple pictograph

(V20) at grade 4, the results for the 10 items, which

collectively appeared 15 times, were surprisingly consistent.

5 3
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The minimum correct response percentage was 42% and the

maximum 62% indicating that between J/4 and 1/2 of the

students were able to interpret the graphs. We must therefore

believe that not over 1/3 of our 7th 'graders are able to

construct such grapy's. Ability to interpret bar graphs

was only slightly stronger than it was for circle graphs.

Since the ability to interpret graphs appears on

nearly eViery, list of functional competencies and since it

increases in importance for individuals as their use of

mathematics grows, this should be an area fo'r concern.

Unless great stress is placed on this area in later

instruction it seems likely that most consumers will not

be even minimally competent in this area. The fact that

it needs attention is not likely to surprise mathematics

educators. This is perhaps an area in which mathematics

instruction might profit by greater cooperation with other

curricular areas, such as science and social studies.
/fr

Equatibns and Inequalities

At the 4th grade level,Nthe findings on problems

involving equations and inequalities are frequently

inconclusive, As with word problems, it is sometimes

difficult to determine whether tde mathematical concepts or

'the equation format represents the difficulty.

On the test placeholders (En , etc.) are used in,'

equations to represpnt numbers or operation signs. Some

evidence that the ;e are not particularly confusing can be

5
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seen in these two- problems.

(ST5 UeV6) 12 A 4 = 8

What sign goes in the A above?.

(V17) Kim dropped a dozen eggs. If
seven eggs were not broken,
how manylwere broken?

Which number sentence can be used to
solver the problem above?

(A) 12' 7=

(B) 0 7 7-= 12

(C) 7:- 12 = 0

(D) 12.= 7

81% and 70% respectively responded correctly to these

items. Since the 'second problem also has some format and

language difficulties not present in the first, it would
. 4

appear that the equation form of the responses to the

second did not represent difficulty.

It, is interesting to note, however, that In item

\ (STUV19) which uses a letter to...represent a number, the

1-

s.i'tuation was quite. diffekent.
A

(STUV19)
If k =4, then 2xk=

(A)

(B) 2

*(C) 8

(D) ' 60
.52



Actual correct responses to that item was about 50%.

Indicating that roughly 1/3 of the students dealt with-

. it knowledgeably: Since other evidedce indicated that

at least 90% of the 4th graders knew that 2 x 4 = 8,

it.seems quite clear that only the best students were

comfprtable with the use of "k" in that way. This seems

to indicate that the expression of concepts in terms of

letters should be used very cautiously with 4th graders.

In the area of inequalities there is an interesting
4

comparison between two appi-oachet- to the ">" condept..

(UV2) Which is the greitest?

( A) 98
(B) $9
(C) 888
(D) 908

N- 90% correctly. selected (D). The 90% indicated that 1/8

of the 4tfi'graders still need remedial help in this area.

Clearly they are not ready for the multiplication and

'division algorithms. It is also interesting when,compared

to (ST8) to which less than.li2 responded knowledgeably.

(ST8) Which statement.ls true?

(A) 145 > 155
(8) 125 > 125
(C) 1,35 > 145
(D) 155 > 135

'About half of the students fell victim to the words

"statement", "true", and ">". A 70% correct res se to

(V15) Which statement is true?

(Al 9 *3
(B) 9 - 6 <3

(C) 9 6

(D) 9 6 =3
61
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.1

indicates that a'sizeable group of our 4th graders are

confused by the symbol ">".

By the 7th grade a 7-2% gave a correct response to

(STUV3) Which statement is true?

1 1(A) 3 >

( B) >

(C) >
°
1(D) 1

>

That seems to indicate that by gride 7 P>" is primarily

7 a remedial. problem.

A 90% correct response by 7th graders to Si, TUV2,

. If 4 3 N = rthen N = ?

indicates that 7th grade students are not completely

uncomfortable with the use of letters.

However a 48% correct response to (TUV11)

If a= 3, b= 8, and-c = 4; then a-x 13-
c

and a 44% correct response to (t"21)

If k = 5 andr = i then ?k = ?
r

indicates that letters must still be used with great caution.

Using'letters as a means of expressinia rationship or,

making a definition, as is common at the 7th grade level,

could be confusing to nearly 2 out of every 3 .studentse

That is enough of a problem to ban the use of letters for

suchpurposes at the 6th and 7th grade level unless it follows

`a long develOpmenta process through which the relationship j

I

62
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has been internalized. In 1935 Harold Fawcett commented

on that pr9blem in Mathematics Teacher:
.

1

"Behind every symbol is an idea. It is the
idea which is important and it is familiarity
with that idea which pup life into the symbol.
It is, therefore, of greatest importance that
the idea be identified before it is symbolized."(20)

That appears to be a very appropriate caution for "modern

mathematics."

Word Problems

The, summary of mathematdcal specifications "indicated

that at least a third of these probrems could also e

examin within other( specific categories. For the purpose

of this' analysis, 22 fourth grade items and 13 seventh

grade items were placed in this category. They represented

a total of 40 and 27 items respectively for the four yers

of testing. This was 26% and 18% of all items administrated

at hose levels. Medium difficulty level for the jeis

way 13.0 and 14%0 compared to 12.6 for all math items. Hence,

the' word problems tended to be slightly more diff4uclt than

other items.

The word problems which' were easie

I(V 8)
Kathy has only 3 black kittens 'and
6 white kittens: How many kittens C
does she have?

(A) 18

(B) 9
(G1 6
(D) 2

e

Grp

t for 4th graders were:

DL 7..8, 90%

63
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(S3', TUV4) Jill had 203 stamps and lost 4 of them.
How many stamps does she now have?

1

(A) 199
(B) 207
(C) 209
(D) 243

1.

DL 9.5, 81$

The mostdifficult word problems for 4th vaders were:

(V40) Jack's spelling reit his 100 words. He
spelled -2-1of the words correctly. How

many words did Jack misspell?

(47;
(B) 40A
(C) 25
(D) 4

. DL 15.9, 33%

(U40) ' If Bob is fifth in a line of children and
Bill is twelfth in theline, how many
children are .between Bob and Bill?

" (A) Six
(B) Seven
?C) Eight
(D) Nine

1

(T39, 1.1V37)
.

DL, 16-4,6 234

John bought 7 pencilg for 5 cents each
and a box of chalk for 20 cents. Which
could be the correct change he got
from a dollar?

(A) 2 dimes and 1 quarter
(B) 2 quartdrs
(C)' 1 nickel and 2 quarters

,(D) 1 dime and 2 quarters

I

4

DL 15.5, 30%

The-easie'st items dealt with simple addition and

subtraction which

while the harder,

are 'well, ,within

except for U40,

64
. .
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of whole numbers and the use of fractions,' topics which

atenew to 4th graders. -These results would certainly

support the hytiothesisithat pro.ficiency in thA mathematical

concepts-involved is a necessary condition to.solving a

word problem. They may even suggest that proficiency 'in

lithe mathematical concepts is the dominant factor. Pursuing

that a step further, whole number addition or subtraction

were required for six word problems in which average

performance was 73%.correct and the difficulty level 10.1.

In 9'items involving multiplication ordivision the average

performance was 46% with'a difficulty level of 13.4'. That

performance was not greatly different from the 65% - 42t

comparison obtained from comparing two pure addition,

subtraction items`tp two multiplication, division items.

Poi tie th grade, tbe easiest. of 13 items were:

T1 ; UV9). On a 2-hour trip, Jack drove at an
average rate of 4S -miles per houi
What was the total number of miles
that lie-drove?

1(A). 22-2

(B) 60

(C) 90

(D) 135

(TUV3 5) On *Monday Tim had $20'..lf he then
earned $8 selling nesyspapers, spent
$2 for a book, spent $1 for a movie,
and earned $6 running errands, how '
muchdid *he have?

.(A) $11
(B) $26
(C) -$31.

(D) $37 65, 11

57
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The 'most difficult items were: ,

. -

(V3 2) On field day, 7 children ran She
50-yard dash and 8 Children ran
the 100-yard dash. If a total of ".

12 children entered thetAtwo races,
how many ran in boih races?

(A) 3
(B) 4
(C) 5 DL 14.5, 35%(D) 15

(T37) What is the greatest number of square of cake
2 inches on a side that Jane can cut from a cake
15 inches by 8 inches if the thickness of each
square is the same as the thickness of the cake?

(A) 21
(B) 28
(C) 32

. (D) 34 DL 14.7, 36%

(ST28)
N A B- C D

/ rl
6 1 2 3

Arrow N is pointing to on the line above. Some
number times is equal to 1. Which arrow is

pointing to-this-)Iumberr

(A) A
-(B) B

(C) C'
(D) D

ira

DL 14:6, 36%

The ability to reason,, rathei than computational skills

was prerequisitelor more difficult items for 7th graders.

'However, the easier. items were concerned with mathematics

with which Tth graders.are quite proficient. Pursuing the

hypothesis'that proficiency on mathematical concepts implies

ability todo word problems, and assuming 7th graders are

6 6
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quite proficient in multiplying, adding, and subtracting whole

numbers and weaker in dividing whole numbers and work with

fractions, ore finds "a 67%- 40% comparison, in performance
,

on five pure computation items in each of thoie categOries.

On items 'in which reasoning might beoclassed,as a

dominant factor.; as in the most difficult above, the 4th

graders performed'at a 43Flevel,end the 7th at 36%. After

deductions for guesses, that becomes'27t and 15%. Assuming

the average reading level is comparable, .that would indicate

that the ability to.analyze and deduce is a severe:handicap

to all.but the better. students -a fifeing which is not very

surprising. One wonders if those percentages may not

indicate that very little time is spent in _givini stadents
6

experiences which' require reasoning.

Another interesting'comparison which emerged'from the

4th grade testing is related to a change in wording in two/,-

otherwise identical items. The two versions are listed bkelow:

(T14)
. Ed's house is 24 blOcks from Al's. Joe lives

halfway between. How many blocks is it from
Joe's house to Ed's?

(A) 2
(B) 6
(C) 12
.(D) 48

,/(S14) Ed lives 24.blocks away from Al. Joe lives halfway
. between Ed's house and Al's. How many blocks
must Ed ride on his bike to 'go from his house to
Joe's house?

(A) 2
(B) 6
(C) 12
(D) 48
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The change is slight. Ten more,wOrdi were used in ./

. the second version and perhaps a-less direct_sentence
. .

stra'eture. The result was a7 change in difficulty level

from 11.1 to 11.8 and pererqage correct; '66 to U.',
. ,. .

Not much difference, but it does represept arodhe 4 studenti'S
v

.
.

,

in a sample of 100.and it gives some insight"Mito the

subleties pf helping students-learn mathematics. It also

challenges oneearlier hypothesis concerning mathematical

concepts andword problems.,

en.
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SUMMARY

As partof an assessment of Michigan educational

. programs, the Department o f Education tested nearly al

Michigan 4th and'7th graders early in 1970,71, 72, and

73. Tests in mathema/ics were prepared.by'Edubational

besting Services and based on specifications drawn from

mathematics tests. in use in Michizafi. The tests-were

intended to establish the performance lev1) of the 4th',

and.7th.graders in the basic skials.and to'determine the

relationship of the performa nce and progress to cer

socio-economic Characteristics.
."

,

The mathematics tests were carefully..constructedto

praUe normative information. While mathematics 'educators

have expressed concern about the selection of topits, Ay
. .

such test can include only a sampling of items, and
., t , , .

''-%
cri isms related o the, choices are virtually =avoidable.

W 4 .

.' However, since the performance Ievel was broadly
4

es tablished by the test makers, and since the test was not

administered to another noism group it failed to yield .

comparative information concerningcthe level of, performance
-.

pf Michigan yourfisters. InAmithematics, the tteaiscerned .
,

.

.

6ho change in performance for the first four'years of .

. . 46 .

t
. administrations. ,Public reaction to attempts xo determino.

.. ..
..TA

socio-econoiic characteristics complicated attempts to
. 4

. ,

, ..
relate achieVtment to thole characteriStics. .

11;e'period covered by the tests was marked by sqnifieant
1 , 4.

. - .

il..., kittuations in local factors which affect school programs;
: ,

,

4. fi 9 ,
..
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but they have receivOlominimal attention in the, interpretation
. .

of results. The effects of such critical items as educators

per 1000 studepts, investment per student in real dollars,

reduction in staff, and public attitude towards education

' have not been determined. Perhaps the .sheerstability. of
.

test results through so turbulant, a pe.riod reiresents a

substantial accomplishment.

'Extensive data drawn. from astatistially stable

samplipg of-student perfOrmance on each of the test items

has been used as abasis for this analysis. That data for

subsets of the school districts has n ubeen available

for the analys.is. It has not been potsible, therefore, to

differentiate the implications of performance on specific

. 'items for school districts which share. comlon characteristics.

The analysis has been further limited by the normative-

nature'of the test.. Frequently, items did not isolate..

concepts. .0bseivations related to the performance on

those items reflects a cwalitative interpretation of the

results. If the improvement of instruction in specific

concepts is a goal of ttie assessment process, then the new

criterion referenced tests should be much more useful.

Howeyer, neither test yields the CompiYison of petforgance

by. Michigan students. to other students which is necessary to

ietermine"the achievement level of mathematics in Michigan".

>0

(p.4)

Baled on this author's examinat of the results of

f
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student performance on the items, the following remarks

describe those features of performance in broad general

areas which' seemed worthy of note.

On Whole'Numbers

Less than SO% of the 4th graders had a functional

command of the place value' concept of the number system.

Performance improved somewhat by grade 7, but even there

must be seen as limiting students' ability to function

witirthshole numbers. There is also very strong evidence

that a largeportion of the students did not understand

the relation of multiplication to addition.

Perhaps'the most, significant finding here, one not

peculiar to this analysis, is that in most concepts related

to whole numbers there is a large number of students who,

can perform and do understand, as well as another large

group who cannot and do not. This is a strong-indication

of a need for differentiated instruction.- Recent MDE

interest in identifying more effective delivery systems
I

could foster the development of improved techniques for

xidifferentiating.instruction.

There are also rather strong indications that 4th graders

would find some of the work with fractions easier than the

more complex work with whole num ers.. That raises the

question as to whether some re stribution of instructional

time between fractions and leI-lumbers-in grades 3 6

might not be helpful.

71
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Fractions

When considering the limited time spent on fractions
r.

prior to January of the 4th grade, performanceon fraction

'items was qJ4te good. Fourth graders seemed to be able

to relate fractions to geometric regions more easily than

to sets of objects. The number line offers very

questionable support to their understanding. Thii is .

probably related to the fact that, historically, fractions

emerged from the necessity to describe part-whole

relationships, and while the unit tends to be clearly

identified* in regions, it is far more obscure in sets

and on the number line.

Intuitiveunderstandingiof one-half-and one-quarter

was quite strong and could be useful in work with fractions.

There was very limited opportunity to look at 7th

grade perforiance in this 'area. However, 7th graders were

very weak in their ability to add and subtract common

fractions and only the more able were functional with decimal

fractions.

-Performance by 7th graders on this section of items

was very disappointing. It clearly establishes that.

instruction in fractions was_not effective. -Whetliet or not .

that applied to local districts will need to be determined

through local evaluations. However, a more detailed

evaluation than this one seems likely to simply add more

particulars to the .indictment.

0
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Properties of Numbers aniopperations

While ns concerning numbW1rs have been

given a iglajor emphasi in modern mathematics, texts, the

test responses indicate that only a small number of 4th .

and 7th graders understood these generalizations. Whether

thiS reflects instructional deficiencies or a lack of -

learner readiness, present knowledge of those concepts'

forms a very shaky base for the development of algorithms,

' Measurement

Performanceon measurement items seems to point to

the fact that there are a number of perceptual subleties

at work when younger 'students are requested to work with

fractions of

Both h an 7th graders had difficulty using metric

characteristics of squares and parallelograms and only

the 4st students were able to find the area of rectangles

with .si e dimensions.

Seventh graders also had.difficultY with items

requiring conversion from one unit of measurement to another.

..Performance on problems involving .S..irgle applications

of 4umhers to geometric figures or other firms of measurement

caused Michigan students a great amount of difficulty. Of

ad)preas on the tests,'-this was one in wh4ih need for

mprovoment was most obvious.

65
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Geometric Properties of Figures

Michigan students seemed to show a strong abilitt

to analyzeiproblAms involving distance on a gridded plane.
.

This,offers opportunities which we have begun to explore
it

with the -geoboard, but perhaps those experiences more
-

rightfully belong in the regular program than among

enrichment experiences as has frequently been the, case.

Performance on'more .specifid geometric relationships

was as weak here as it was in the measurement items.

Pallelism and the radius-diameter relationship, for

example, troubled 1/2 and 2/3 of the 7th graders tested.

4' Formulas and -Graphs

More than calf of the students had dilficulty-in

evaluating simple algeiraic expressions involvinbperations

with which they were otherwise familiar. This raises

questions concerning the practice of expressing generalizations

through the use of such expressions; i e.,

(a.x b) x-c = a x (b x c).

About half'of the 4th and.7th graders were able to

make straight forward interpretations from bar,'line, and

pictographs. Seventk.grade periormance on circle graphs

was only slightly; lower than that. Because of the frequent

'practice of presenting' quantitative information in this

form, work is needed to enable all students to understand

such information.

-66
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Equations and Inequalities

Many of the comments which might be summarized here
, .

have already been discussed. -We have already discussed
.

difficulties with the use of letters. to represent

numbers. Students did, however, demonstrate some ability

to work with statements expressed symbolically.

The test indicated a gradual grdwth in the ability

to work with the Symbols">". Most students beyond the

7th grade will understand its meaning.

Word Problems

In spite of an unusually large number of items in

this category, performance on them does not support any

firm conclusions. However, they do suggest'two

observations. First of all, while reading,is a factor in

working word problems, the item statistics seem to suggest

that understanding of the mathematical concept involved

was probably a more significant factorr for most stude44.

One reviewer remarked that the following item was

trivial for fourth grader4s: "Kathy has only 3 black kittens '

and 6, white kittens: How many kittens does she have?"

Thd same reviewer did not see these items as trivial.

I.

"Jill had 203 stamps and lost 4 of them. How many stamps

Aoes she now have?" or "Jack's spelling test has 100 worids.

He spelled 3/4 of them correctly. Hdwxmany words did Jadk

misspell?" The reviewer was obviously focusing on the

mathematical conceptand not the reading.concepts involved.

75
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..

A summary'of items used this test suggest that facility

l with thenathema 'cal concepts i. the major, stumbling
.

block to solVing word .prOblems.

Students had predictable difficulty with items
'

Vs

which involVed somewhat complex reasoning even though the
.

concepts were quite familiar to them. Despite a "modern"

emphasis on mathematical reasoning, this test does Apt'

indicate that the ability to reason is a streng;h of

Michigan students.

}A

*

*
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CONCLUSIONS

Tj.rst of all the-Michigan Department and Board of

Education should. be congratulated on this massive effort

to put Michigan education on a more rational basis. The

obstacles to gathering information on this scale are

many and the state-level educators must be commended for
--dag

the hard work and persistance which made these tests a

reality: The MDE publicatioris consistently reflect a

basic concern that the assessemNt program should boftme

an instrument for use by local distiicts to improve

education throughout Michigan. _Th ose responsible are also

to be commendedfor recognizing that the vigor and

understanding necessary to general improvement must:come

from the districts and cannot emerge from a rigid

regulaibry system. As long as that posture is maintained,

the assessment progrmm needs and deserves the con.tributions-

of Michigan educators and their organizations.

This analysis has raised many questions; it has answered

few.' It is esspeciallx .apparent at this point that another

reviewer might have detected other significant bits of
4

information and added a more judicious interpretation than

that which is reported here% However, the economics of time

and money have dictated this narrow base, and the repoTt-
.

cannot.escaPe the associated limitation.

It must be concluded that in the area of mathematics

these tests did not determine the level of achievement of

77
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Michigan 4th and 7th graders in comparison to any reference

group which exists outside of Michigan. That\objective for

the tests could have been met by using any appropriate

nationally normed standardized mathematics test.
c".. :

The tests did indicate that there was no noticeable

change during the first four years. But that assessment

did not clearly establish how mathematics performance is

affected by-such factors as: economic support, class size,

student ability, studen' effort, or other forms of support

or interference. Hence, is not postible to determine

whither absence of change represents stagnation, stability,

or a tremendous effort against overwhelming odds. It would

be very useful to have good information'on how such factors

do affect the iearning of mathematics.

These tests di& provide enough information concerning

instruction ghat the time spent in taking them was

worthwhI:e. This is particularly true if local districts
to;

examine the data for, implications for instruction at the

local level, However, if the primary purpose of the tests

had been to obtain information to serve as a basis for

improving mathematics instruction, a criterion-referenced

instrument would probably have provideasmore.useful

'information. Having made the decision to move in. that

direction, a sampling program involving many more items

would also yield a far greater amount of information. This

entire analysis has, in fact, been based'on sampies of

approx imately 1000 students each. If itchad been designed on

rja
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"that basis, it could have provided much more information.

However, the conduct of such a program would require a

a

far greater amount of support for design, administration,

and interpretation than has lien available for this

program.

This analysis dean with average performance by all

4th and 7th grade students in the state. It,'-therefore,

has very restrictdU meaning for any particular district
.3

and-even less for a particular classroom. At best, the

findings identify a number of critical points which deserve

the attention of school districts and classroom teachets.

If less than half the 7th grade students in the state can
j

work in a meaningful way with tbe.area of-rectangles, 7th

grade)teachers throughout the state might.suspect that

their students may have difficulty. More basically, if

large numbers of 7th graders in Michigan do have difficulty

with symbolic representation of concepts by the use of

letters, it is very likely that almosteveiy. district

(classroom?) has some of these studenti.

The results of, the study do point to at least,two

characteristics of'the mathematics' progrm which require

'careful 4:mination. Eirst of all, the test.performance

points to the inappropriateness of teaching all students at

a particular grade level.as though they were ready to learn '

the same mathematics. Gagne's studies (21) have pointed

out the futility of attempting to learn a.mathematical

concept without being suitably fortified by the background

concepts. .Variability in the understanding as well as the .

q) 71
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ability to use a particular concept is a normal characteristic'

of a group of students. While some variability can-result-
.

fromy.neffective instructional practices, an .instructional

program which enables ,students to realize their.full

potential, is likely to increase variability among,a group

. of studentieven'more.

Mathematics instruction responsive to the needs and

readihess level of studde must be based on differentiated ,

instruction for Students at a particular grade level..

Management problems have frustrated attempts to achieve

a suitable bAlahce between more personalized instruction and

opportunities to ihteract7dth other students and he

teacher. But mathematics instruction simply must-become

more responsiveto the learner. 0

Secondly, there seeps to be continually increasing

evidence that the mathematics Trograkis examined by these tests did

result itundesixable outcomes fox many students. Those

students are not learning' mathematics in a context which is

meaningful to them. They cannot use mathematics to

answer question's which are of everyday importance. They do

not become quantitatively literate. Is the focus on basic

number properties appropriate for SOMQ students but not

others? Is the focus appropriate but our teaching methods

ineffective? Do students' have sufficient number sense based .

On.the real world to understand the abstractions Or are the

"4.*
abstractions simply not within the perceptual capabilities

72
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of some students? We do not know the answer to these

questions but we do know that the pursuit of the abstract

has prodieced students' WO laCk 'understanding of both the

-abstraction and the real world,interpretation.

We must conclude with Dr. Suppes that:

"as.yet theories of learning have little to
offer in providing insight into how one learns
to think mathematically."

013

."...we do not yet understand with any reasonable
degrehf scientific detail what gOes on when a
student learns a particular piece.of mathematics:
ithether the mathematics in estion be first
grade arithmetic, undergrad,,$ate calculus or
graduate school topology.'

.These observations, coupled with this analysis and data -

from'Piaget on studies of progressive changes in behavior
1

and thought in the developing cR14d, requiitethat we proceed

cautiously. We must continue the search for more effective

ways to help students understand mathematics.-

One loast comment concerning the neleind promising

development In MEAP to apply objective-referenced tests to

examine the achievement of minimal objectives.' The identification,

of minimal objectives should sharpen our perception of the

effectiveness of instructional practices for certai4

students. But it carries with it .ehe danger that we will
,

not pursue appropriate objectives for all students We

are inexperienced in.the ,use of minimal objectives and must

make certain that, in providing all students with the tools

necessary for everyday living, we do hot deny to more

capable students the understanding necessary to confront

81S .
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the complex problems of,an increasingly technical

society'. Werped to provide for both of these extremes.
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APPENDIX A
.

- 4,4 Mathematics Test Content SpeCificatiOns

.= .-

1. NUMBER AND
.

OPEtXVI3NS' ,e 15-20 Item's

. 4

0. . . .

A.t.-,:Operations with integers
(whoe-numbers) , 4

B. kaee=value 2

C. .Properties of integertr

%
Number of ITEMS-

Grade 4 Grade 7

70-q1'` 7,2 73 70-71 72 73

10-16 Items

7 7

4 2

. ,

.. divisibility , 2 1 1 2 1
D. Proper fractions . 2 3 4 3 4
E. Dec.imals and percents- 0 0 0 -1 l'._'

,-, F. Properties of operations (Com-
mutative, associative, dis-
tributive, closure) . 2 -2. 2 2

B-. Estimation' 1 1. 1 0 1 1
ft, 4r

H.; Spedial properties of .zero .
- ane one .

2 2 .*2 1 1
., 7. Average .

, 0 0 0 1 1 1

(GEOMETRY
.

. .

2. METRY AND,MEASUREMENT ITEMS
.

ITEMS
\..._ -.

.. 3 6 6 7. 9 10
, L Units of measure, length, weight,

time, 'temperature, money .' 1 1 1 2 t 3 g
B. Perimeters andnd areas Of simple

4, ,,

.

polygons . 1.

1

1- 1 -1' '3 '3
C1 -.Scale drawings and maps 0 l' 1 -1 1 a
D. Properties of polygons and .

.

the circle v, . 1
. .

1 r 1 2 1 1
1 .a E. Anglesand intuitive ideas of

geometty. '0. 4 1 1 1. 1
F. Non-metfic geOmetry

.
.. -,

-3.-. RELATIONS, GRAPHS 2 2 2 4 4 4
. : .

, ..
A..., Use-of mathematical formula. 1* 1 1 1 1
13: Reading and interprating graphs,' . 1 1 3 a 3

.
.

4

4. . LOGICttL THINKING . 1 1 1
.

1 1. 1
, .

. ... , ,. A.- IntuitiVe ideas; Counterexample' N 4
'reasouing . 1 1; 4h 1 1 1

.
,

. . . I,

V
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APPENDIX A Page 2

MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES
.

2

1

1

7

ITEMS

4

2

2

4

ITEMS

4

4 2
.2

6

3

2

1

8

.3

2

1

8

4

2
2

6

A. Equtions
B. Inequalities'

APPtICATIQNS

Word problems (other than those
alreadj, listed in one of the
categories aSove)

..,

to.

NOTE: At least one ;third of the grobJ.ems could be
classified asicapplications.

o..
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APPENDIX B.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MICHIGAN ASSESSMENT

'MATHEMATICS TESTS 1969-73

GRADES 4 & 7

Number of items 30

Raw Score average 16.3

rcorrect average 54.3

Standard Deviation
raw score 2 5.7

Percentigq SCorel 38.0

Reliability .83

Difficulty 54.3'

GRADE 4

1973 1970 1971

GRADE 7

19731971. 1972 1972

AO 40 40

'1005

30 40 40

21.78 22.96 24.5 6.0 21.4 23.8 24.1

54.5 57.4 61.2 53.3 53.5 59.5 60.3

7.29 7.27 7.7 5.9 7,7 8.1 7.8

18.2 18.2 19.2 19.7 19.2 20.2 19.5

4.86 .87 . .89 :.84 .87 .87' .89

52.5 57.3 61: 53.3 53.1 59.7 63.2

SPEEDEDNESS in terms of percentage of students who reached.

the last item f 88

the 3/4 point J '97

.D3gcrimination ih

cl
&

Equatedmean scores 50.0:
.

Item difficulty
scores 12.5

87 86 90 90 87 90 95 .

96 96 97 98 97 97 99

.48 .52 .51 .55
r

50.5. 50.0 50.9 50.0. 50.0 50.0 50.3
(t.

12.7 .12.1 12.6 12.6 11.9 ..

4
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APPENDIX C

TUT QUESTION ATISTICS
(ITEM ANALYSIS)

4.

Item Analysis is a detailed statistical description of how a
particular question functioned when it was used in a particular
test. The analysis provides information about the diffiCulty
of the question for the sample on which the analysis is based,
the relative attractiveness of the options, and how well the
question discriminated among the examinees with. respect to a
chosen criterion. The criterion most frequently used is total
score on the test of which the item is a part. However, the
criterion may be the score on a subtest, on some other test or,
in general, any appropriate measure that.ranks the examinees
from high to

The portion of.a typical:ftem,analysis that a committee member
is likely to meet is repibduced below, followed by an explanation
of each of the designated entries. The analysis is based on a
sample of answer sheets carefully selected tb be representative
of the total group .that took the test.

1

F01214
MEP

BASE N

370
CM IT
30

A
209*

B
41

.

C
50

D
13

E
25 14-SOTAL

13.1
V ;1414

JBP
'f

.1-2-6

CRI TERI ON
IS4 5 .

. e
TEST CODE
MATH

ITEM NO
26

.

MO

10.6
MA

14.4
1(B.

1.3.0

'14'C

10.7
MD

11.4
ME

10.2
P TOTAL

.99
P+

.57
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The Four -Boxes to the Left of the Doubles Lines:

Form and Test Code: These identify the test. The first f".

letter' esignte the year Wis 1964, Q 1968); BP means
Advanced Placement. . Test Code giyes subject.

1 SaSe N: Number of answer sheets in the sampl .

-4

ThuS: These four boxes say that this is the atysisof.
queftion 26 on the 1964 Mathematics Advanced Placement
Axamination., based9na sample of 370 papers.

The Twelve Boxes Between the Two Sets of, Double Lines :

On the 'top row, the box labeled OMIT shows the number of
individuals in the sample who omitted this qtiestion but
answered a subsequent one an0the boxes labeled A-E show
the number who rose each option.



Thus, OMIT 30 means that 30 examinees skipped this
.question but answered at least one question later in .

the test.
. .

(Note: a persbn is considered to have dropped out after the
IFTT answer he has marked; dropouts are not,included in the
analysis of a question. Omits are assumed to have considered
the question and are included with incorrect responses in
computing the, difficulty index for aquestion.)

The Key is harked with an asterisk. ,In ..this case 209 individuals
40e A, the correct answer. ,

ile4he_second row, Mo, MA, MB, etc. indicate the average
ability level or mean criterion score of 'the examinees who
chose each option. This mean criterion score is an index
describing. the average ability level o± the candidates on a.
scale which has a mean of,13 and a standard deviation of 4.

For example, if the criterion being used is the score on the
total test, then the average score of the entire sample on the
test is assigned the index 13.0, which is considered t be the 6
mean criterion score of the total sample. If the average of
scores of the group choosing ark options is above the sample .

average, their mean criterion score will be greater than 13.0;
if their average, is below the sample average, it will be less)
than 13.0. These criterion scores are related to percentile-
ranli of performance on the criterion approximately, ,s.follows:

Criterion Score
,

20 or above
18 or above

'16 or above
14 or above.
above 13.
below .13
12 or below
10 or below
8.or.belbw
6 or below

Relative Rank on Criterion

highest 5%
highest 10%
highest 20%
highest 0%
upper half
lower half
"lowest 40%
lowest 201
lOwest 10%
lo?.Test Si

In the eicample, the mean criterion score;MA o those choosing'
the' cot' ect answer A was; 14.4, higher than that of any other
group. . The weakest group on the average were thi 23 who chose

/Pk

E and w ose mean criterion score of 10.2.sputs,them in the
bottpm quarter of 'the sample.

f

..
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The Eight Boxes to the Right of the Double Lines:

L

The meanings of the label's in thisgroup of boices are
as follows:

P. TOTAL is the per cent of the. sample still answering
questioAs; i.e., 99% answered question 26 or a subsequent
question\ (The dropout at this point is 1%.)'"

-M TOTAL isthe mean criterion score of the P TOTAL. In
this casethe dropouts tended to be below averglie.in
ablity so that M TOTAL is 13.1, which is slightly higher
than the 13.0 for the complete sample.

P+. (per cent pass) is the per cent of the P TOTAL.that
A, answered the question correct*. In this case, 57% of
366, or 209.

Clearly, r itself is not a very'stable statistics and orie can
expect it to vary fromone use of the item to another. The
r biserial .of an item will be affected by such things as the
extent to' which the item measures what the test as a
wh9le measures, the appropriateness of the question for the
particulargroup of examinees, and the amount og Variability,
within the examinee grbup with respect to the ability being
tested. .

A
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